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This internship complements previous work at Verimag on prepass superblock instruction
scheduling inCompCert. A superblock-local register renaming pass, that does not require any
modifications to the existing translation validation approach, was added. In addition, a technique
to move code below side exits of superblocks, composed of several independent passes, was im-
plemented. The semantics of the intermediate representation used for superblock scheduling had
to be tweaked, requiring changes down to the hash-consed implementation of the symbolic exe-
cution test. With the exception of one lemma, these adaptions have been proven inCoq. These
two contributions decrease the amount of constraints on prepass instruction scheduling, making
it more powerful. A proof-of-concept oracle implementation demonstrates that selectively mov-
ing code below side exits can improve the schedules produced by prepass scheduling dramatically
for a few benchmarks, while in general not negatively impacting the performance of others.
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1 Introduction

1.1 CompCert and certified compilation

Compilers are an essential building block of virtually all software systems1. With rare exceptions
it is much preferable to rely on the compiler’s ability to analyze, transform and optimize pro-
grams than writing assembly manually. Unsurprisingly, compilers tend to be large and complex
programs themselves. While a compiler’s foremost responsibility is to generate correct code [16,
pp. 31, 314], it has proven extraordinarily difficult to achieve this goal in practice. Despite the ex-
tensive reviewand testing regiment applied tomainstreamcompilers such as gcc and clang/llvm,
miscompilation still regularly occurs. For most code, where the software quality of the input pro-
gram usually falls far short of that of the compiler, this is not a major issue.

Critical systems that require high-assurance software on the other hand may not be satisfied
by placing this much trust in the compiler. Indeed, “in the past for highly critical applications
compiler optimizations were often completely switched off” [23]. CompCert [27, 26] offers
a compelling alternative: They give formal semantics to a dialect of C—CompCert C, which
comprises a large subset of C99 and some C11 extensions—and the targeted assembly languages.
These specifications, as well as all the intermediate languages are formalized in Coq and the
transformations between them are proven correct. That is, if CompCert returns without sig-
nalling an error, the generated assembly code preserves the semantics of the source program2. More
precisely, the generated assembly code’s runtime behavior is one of the possible behaviors of the
source code. This clarification is necessary because some aspects of C are deliberately nondeter-
ministic. CompCert assumes that no undefined behavior is present in the source program.

Specifying the semantics inCoq and proving that the transformations preserve these seman-
tics has been empirically shown to work: Yang, Chen, Eide, and Regehr did not find bugs in the
verified parts ofCompCertwhile discovering dozens of errors in both gcc and clang [41]. Ear-
lier work had shown that of thirteen tested production-quality compilers, all of them produced
errors compiling the volatile qualifier, noting that such errors are “disturbingly common” [9].
The volatile keyword is often essential in ensuring the correct communication with hardware.

There are twomain styles to prove an optimization correct inCompCert: (1) The algorithm
performing the transformation is programmed inGallina,Coq’s specification language, and
proven correct directly inCoq. (2)Alternatively, an untrusted oracle, usuallywritten inOCaml,
can be used if a verified-in-Coq validator is provided that checks the results and only proceeds
if the output of the oracle can be shown to preserve the semantics of the input. This approach
presents a variation of translation validation.

1With the distinction to interpreters being arguably blurry.
2See section D of “Simple, light, yet formally verified, global common subexpression elimination and loop-invariant
code motion” for a short discussion ofCompCert’s trusted computing base [32].
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The latter approach relies on compile-time checks to ensure correctness. Its main advantage
is the ability to use a more convenient programming language and programming model. Fur-
thermore, the validator can be used for any implementation, allowing for relatively quick and
adventurous iterations. Note that CompCert only guarantees semantic preservation; the ef-
fectiveness of optimizations is not covered.

Some examples of CompCert’s existing optimizations include, among others, (1) function
inlining (2) constant propagation (3) common subexpression elimination (cse) (4) dead code
elimination (dce) and (5) a live-range splitting, graph-coloring (iterated register coalescing), reg-
ister allocator. The register allocator [34] being an impressive example of the use of translation
validation inCompCert. However,“[l]oop optimizations and instruction scheduling optimiza-
tions are not implemented yet.” [22] These two notable exceptions are particularly important for
in-order processors (see section 1.2) in order to expose instruction-level parallelism (ilp).

1.2 Instruction scheduling

Modern processors can be roughly divided into three groups: (1) “Statically scheduled super-
scalar processors” (2)“VLIW (very long instruction word) processors” (3)“Dynamically sched-
uled superscalar processors” [20, p. 218]

“All processors since about 1985 have used pipelining to overlap the execution of instructions
and improve performance.” [20, p. 168]. Moreover, nowadays internal components of the CPU
are replicated “so that it can launch multiple instruction in every pipeline stage.” [33, p. 343]
For very long instruction word (vliw) processors, “bundles” need to be explicitly formed to
indicate which instructions should be issued simultaneously, whereas for superscalar processors
this is done implicitly. Instruction scheduling is the art of ordering the instructions in such a way
that the processor can safely (see section 1.2.1) execute asmany instructions as possible in parallel
via the aforementioned techniques.

Dynamically scheduled processors employ hardware techniques to reorder the program code
at runtime to fit the hardware’s capabilities. Particularly, in the desktop and server space, dy-
namically scheduled superscalar processors dominate. Even newer embedded system processors
follow this design [20, p. 265]. However, supporting dynamic scheduling and other advanced
features such as speculative execution requires more, complex, hardware. Conversely, designs
with simpler control logic such as in-order vliw processors use “less die space and energy for
the same [theoretical] computing power” [37]. By combining pipelining and the ability to issue
multiple instructions simultaneously, even simple processors possess tremendous potential for
exploiting ilp. Due to their relative simplicity, vliw and statically scheduled processors require
extensive compiler support to realize their potential [20, p. 218]. For these processors it is the
compiler’s responsibility to discover and expose ilp. In this report we will focus on statically
scheduled superscalar processors.

1.2.1 Correctness of instruction scheduling

This work assumes interlocked pipelines and is thus able to concentrate on the logical correctness
of the instruction scheduling. That is, if instructions cannot be safely issued at the same time or
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overlapped, the processor is assumed to stall the pipeline3. The stalling reduces or eliminates the
overlap until it is safe to execute the following instruction. Thus, the expected sequential seman-
tics are preserved. Of course, the timing and conflict information is important for good schedules
since the instruction scheduler wants to maximize overlap and minimize stalls. Similarly, struc-
tural hazards and consequently the inability of the processor to overlap certain instructions is
important. Both of these are taken into account by the actual instruction scheduling algorithms
considered in this report. However, because we assume an interlocked pipeline they are less im-
portant for the current discussion, which focuses on correctness.

Consequently, we will consider [20, p. 170]

• true data dependences

• name dependences and

• control dependences

It is statically known which registers an instruction will read and/or write, and whether the
memory will be affected. Due to a lack of integrated alias analysis the entire memory will be
regarded as a single location in this report.

A true data dependence occurs when a later instruction uses a result of a previous instruction
(read-after-write (raw)). In contrast to name dependences there is a transfer of data between
the two instructions. Name dependences may occur as antidependences, a location is written to
after being read (write-after-read (war)), and output dependences where a location is written to
twice (write-after-write (waw)). Since renaming is able to resolve these dependences, they are
also sometimes called “pseudo-constraints” [2, p. 469] of the scheduling problem. Instead of
disallowing movement across branches (strict adherence to control dependences), it is expected
that the exception behavior and data flow are preserved [20, p. 175]. The former is usually relaxed
to forbidding schedules or other transformations to introduce any new exceptions.

In principle, any reordering, even across the whole program, that respects these constraints
would be valid. Nonetheless, in order to make the problem tractable, instruction scheduling is
usually limited to smaller regions of code. The smallest unit of such code is called a basic block.

1.2.2 Basic blocks

The most popular, and arguably intuitive, basis for instruction scheduling are basic blocks. A
basic block is a sequence of instructions with a single entry and exit point. Thus, the basic block
can be thought of as a single semantic unit: once execution starts at the entry point—barring
runtime exceptions—all instructions of the basic block will be executed. Consequently, a basic
block may be reordered arbitrarily as long as the dependences (cf. section 1.2.1) are not violated.
As a result, any reordering that is valid according to the dependence rules, affects the modeled
state of the system in the same way. Recall that CompCert assumes that the input program
does not exhibit undefined behavior.

3Alternatively, the toolchain afterCompCert, e.g. the assembler is assumed to verify and/or fix these issues.
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1.2.3 Global code scheduling

It is estimated that“between three and six instructions execute between a pair of branches.” [20,
p. 169] Because of that, the amount of ilp available within each basic block is rather limited.
However, as noted in section 1.2.1, it may be possible to exploit ilp across basic block boundaries.
Indeed, many such approaches have been developed (e.g. [11, 21, 31, 19, 1]). The reason for this
plethora of approaches to global code scheduling is the balance of flexibility for the instruction
scheduler to obtain good schedules and the complexity in reasoning about it and actually realizing
the desired schedule while preserving the program’s semantics. Some schedules may require ex-
tensivemodifications to the program beyond simple reordering. Two of themost well-established
global code scheduling approaches are trace- and superblock scheduling.

Trace scheduling

In contrast to basic blocks (cf. section 1.2.2), traces [11] are considerably more flexible. They
allow bothmultiple entrances as well as multiple exits and are ideally selected, guided by profiling
information or presumably good heuristics, to be likely execution paths of the program at runtime.

Any instruction in the trace is only allowed one predecessor that is part of the same trace: the
path covered by the trace is loop-free [11] and linear. Codemotion above and below side entrances
(joins) and exits (branches) is supported. Moreover, branches may be moved above joins and
below splits aswell [15]. As a result, so-called“bookkeeping”code needs to be inserted after trace
scheduling in order to preserve the program’s semantics. The rules for codemotion past side exits
are identical to those used in superblock scheduling and will be discussed in section 1.2.3. More
generally for trace scheduling,“[t]he details of the bookkeeping phase are very complex and their
formal presentation is unintuitive.” [11, p. 7]. The assumption is that due to their, presumed or
measured, importance to the runtime of the program, optimizing traces is worth the effort and
possible pessimization (e.g. speculative execution of instructions) of other parts of the program.

Superblock scheduling

A superblock [21] is in a sense a compromise between the rigidness of basic blocks and the flex-
ibility, but also complexity, of traces. Like basic blocks they can only have a single entrance, but
akin to traces they may have multiple exits. Code may therefore still move above and below side
exits during scheduling. The most complicated part of trace scheduling, reshaping the control
flow graph (cfg) for branches moving above joins is thus avoided.

The types of movement allowed are as follows [21, 15, p. 5].

• Above side exits, possibly with renaming and/or substituting non-trapping versions for
trapping instructions, e.g. dismissible loads. Instructions that are not live at the side exit
and do not trap may be speculatively executed without any compensation.

• Below side exits with optional, interposed, duplication if the moved instruction is live with
regard to the side exit.

An instruction is live with regard to an (side-) exit, if the location written to is or can be read by
the remainder of the program. A location is either a register name or amemory location. Keeping
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track of the liveness of registers is not too difficult, but differentiating memory location requires
so-called alias analysis.

While superblock scheduling lacks the ability to move code across joins, tail duplication can
be used to eliminate some of them. After selecting likely-to-be-taken-together traces (cf. sec-
tion 1.2.3), the first side-entrance (join) may be identified and the rest of the trace (tail) be du-
plicated. Any other (outside) instructions branching to the original tail are then pointed to the
duplicated code instead. The side-entrance is thus eliminated (cf. [36, p. 71]). Gregg reports
that when combining tail duplication with superblock scheduling, neither superblock nor trace
scheduling is clearly superior to the other. Even with regard to code size—where we would ex-
pect a much larger increase with superblock scheduling due to the anticipatory as opposed to on-
demand duplication—they observe that trace scheduling’s compensation code “often produces
more code growth” [15, p. 11].

1.3 Certified, scalable, instruction scheduling

Six, Gourdin, Boulmé and Monniaux introduced scalable (cf. section 1.5) instruction scheduling
at the level of basic blocks [37]4 and superblocks [38]. While the superblock scheduling happens
before register allocation at theRTL level and in principle automatically applies to all architectures
(target platform specific timing information is helpful, however), basic block scheduling must be
ported for each targeted architecture because it operates directly on the platform-specific assem-
bly code. Currently, it is available for KVX and AArch64. For both types of scheduling, they
employ the well-known technique, for formal verification in general but alsoCompCert in par-
ticular (e.g. [34]), of translation validation (cf. section 1.1, see sections 1.3.2 and 4.3 for more
details). Because the oracle—in this case the instruction scheduler—is not trusted, it has total
freedom with regard to its implementation. Of course, the accepted transformations are limited
by what is provably equivalent according to the verifier, which is proven sound but not complete.

The verifiers for verifying basic and superblock schedules are based on (1) symbolic execution
for correctness and (2) hash-consing in order to scale the compile-times to large pieces of code
(in particular large basic- and superblocks). We will expand on both of these in sections 1.3.2
and 1.3.3.

Loop transforming optimizations themselves are out of scope of this report but please note that
“[t]he simplest andmost commonway to increase ILP is to exploit parallelism among iterations of
a loop.” [20, p. 170] Fortunately, loop unrolling, loop peeling and loop rotation have been added to
this version ofCompCert as well [36]. All of these optimizations, when applied to inner loops5

increase the size of superblocks. Particularly in combinationwith tail-duplication [36], even inner
loops with conditional branches contained in them can be covered by a single superblock.

1.3.1 RTLpath

4Bundles are also supported. A bundle is a set of instructions that can be issued at the same time by the vliw
processor used in the paper.

5Since they are usually predicted to loop.
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1 Definition istep (ge: RTL.genv) (i: instruction) (sp: val) (rs:
regset) (m: mem): option istate :=↪→

2 match i with
3 | Inop pc' => Some (mk_istate true pc' rs m)
4 | Iop op args res pc' =>
5 SOME v <- eval_operation ge sp op rs##args m IN
6 Some (mk_istate true pc' (rs#res <- v) m)
7 | Icond cond args ifso ifnot _ =>
8 SOME b <- eval_condition cond rs##args m IN
9 Some (mk_istate (negb b) (if b then ifso else ifnot) rs m)
10 (* ... *)
11 end.

Listing 1: Excerpt of the definition of istep, defining how execution proceeds within a path.

The prepass scheduling is implemented as a pass from RTLpath→ RTLpath, where RTLpath is
an extension of mainline CompCert’s RTL intermediate representation (ir). A path more or
less corresponds to the notion of trace of section 1.2.3, but since traces have a special meaning in
the context ofCompCert, the term“path”will be used instead. While RTLpath itself does not
require these paths to be non-overlapping, the scheduling does. We will therefore only consider
this case, at which point the paths correspond to superblocks. In the following, path and super-
block will be used interchangeably. As described in section 1.2.3, paths (“traces”) are created by
a selection heuristic or are based on profiling information. Moreover, tail duplicationmay be used
to turn paths into essentially superblocks of larger size.

RTLpath extends RTL with

• Path metadata, notably the size of each path and verified liveness information.

• Apath_map, partiallymappingcfg nodes (“PCs”) to the abovemetadata, in which case
the node is the beginning of a path. Thismap is checked forwell-formedness: each target of
an exit must itself be the beginning of a path. Of course, the entrypoint of a function must
itself be a path entry. Additionally, except for the final instruction of a path, instructions
may only be basic, or two-way conditional branches (Icond) with a predicted successor.
The latter create side-exits.

Essentially, RTLpath is a version of RTL with verified annotations that enable execution to pro-
ceed multiple instructions at a time. In contrast to RTL whose semantics execute instruction-by-
instruction, RTLpath executes the code in path_steps: the entirety of a path is executed at
once. A path_step either hits an early exit, in which case the condition of a side exit must
have evaluated to true6 or exit the path normally at the end. Note that this gives n possible execu-
tions, where n is the number of (side-) exits. In order to define the execution of a path, an internal
state is defined (istate), which keeps track of the register and memory state (irs and imem,
respectively), the next instruction to execute (ipc), and whether execution continues within the
path or a side-exit is triggered (icontinue). The execution within a basic block is defined by

6During the generation of RTLpath, predicted conditional branches are normalized to always favor the false case.
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a succession of isteps, bounded by the length of the path, given in the path_map. Listing 1
shows the definition of istep for three cases: 1) Inop, in which case the register and memory
state are left untouched and execution proceeds to the successor named in the instruction. 2)Iop
which evaluates the operation, modifies the register state7 and continues to the unique successor.
3) Icond, which evaluates the condition and either triggers the path’s side exit by setting the
icontinue boolean to false or continues execution at the predicted successor.

RTL’s and RTLpath’s execution semantics are shown to be in bisimulation, whichmakes it easy
to move back and forth between the two.

The liveness information ofRTLpath can be used to derive a simulation betweenRTLpath states
which only considers equality between live registers. This allows the speculative execution of
non-live instructions, essential for superblock scheduling. In order to prove lock-step simulation
between superblocks, as required by instruction scheduling, Six, Gourdin, Boulmé, and Monni-
aux define a symbolic execution semantics [38, 36].

1.3.2 Simulation test via symbolic execution

This section will only give a brief overview of the symbolic execution strategy used to establish
simulation between RTLpath superblocks [38, 4]. Section 4.3 will give more details on selected
aspects that were modified as part of the implementation of chapters 2 and 3

Transformations of the type RTLpath → RTLpath, in particular superblock scheduling but also
some rewriting optimizations (see“VerifiedSuperblockSchedulingwithRelatedOptimizations” [38]),
are proven via symbolic execution to establish simulation. That is, ultimately, symbolic execu-
tion will be used on the original, provably correct, superblock and a—supposedly matching—
untrusted superblock returned by the oracle. Both superblocks will be executed from the same
initial symbolic state. The resulting symbolic states should be verifiable by an efficient test,“such
that its success would imply the simulation” [36, p. 141].

To ease the proof, the symbolic execution is divided into two parts.

Abstract symbolic execution First, an abstract version that simplifies the proof of bisimulation
necessary for correctness with regard to RTLpath [36, p. 116]. Symbolic values are introduced, as
well as modified semantics manipulating them. A symbolic state, sstate, of a path is made up
of an symbolic internal state, sistate, and a symbolic final value sfval, which records infor-
mation about a possible final instruction8. The sistate in turn is made up of a list of side exits,
including the conditions under which they are taken, and an sistate_local keeping track of
the symbolic register and memory state, as well as the preconditions necessary for a non-failing
execution. The preconditions are given as a conjunction of assertions that the execution of the
instruction does not fail. It also stores the current PC. See figure 7.2 of “Optimized and formally-
verified compilation for a VLIW processor” for a visual summary and more detailed explana-
tions [36, p. 120]. Abstract symbolic execution (sexec) proceeds by symbolically executing each
instruction of the path while updating thesistate upto the last instruction. Then symbolically
executing a possible final instruction and storing the two results in ansstate. Two lemmas then

7Note that only load and store instruction may modify the memory state within a path.
8In case a path ends without a necessarily path-terminating instructions this value can be Snone.
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prove the bisimulation between RTLpath and the abstract symbolic execution. sexec is an over-
approximation of path_step but also always represents a concrete execution of path_step,
thus proving the bisimulation [38, p. 18]. An additional predicate refines this bisimulation to be
less strict e.g. to accept register equality modulo liveness, required by useful superblock schedul-
ing.

Hash-consed symbolic execution Second, a computationally efficient version of the symbolic
execution based on hash-consing, thus enabling the scalable verification of even large superblocks.
Data structures are defined to refine their abstract twin. Abstract symbolic values are refined
by hash-consed counterparts, which simply add an additional field to store the hash-id, hid
(see section 1.3.3 for more details on hash-consing). Their semantics are inherited from their
abstract version. Dropping/ignoring the hid by projection, an equivalent, abstract, version is
obtained whose semantics can be reused. A similar process is followed for the symbolic state def-
initions, which are refined by more efficient data structures. For example, the precondition in
sistate_local, recording which instructions may not fail (and are guaranteed to not fail for
the original superblock) at a given point in the execution of the superblock is originally defined as
a conjunction of such assertions. This is hardly executable. Instead, sistate_local’s hash-
consed refinement, hsistate_local, stores a list of hsvals, which must not fail9. Thus,
“the proof of [Six, Gourdin, Boulmé, andMonniaux’s] implementation simply reduces to ensur-
ing that each elementary computation of the symbolic execution preserve[s] the data-refinement
relations w.r.t. its abstract model, and finally that the physical or syntactic equalities involved in
the implementation of the simulation test impl[y] the semantical equalities involved in its detailed
model.” [38, p. 20]

This symbolic evaluation described in [38] and [36] can thus verify the following types of move-
ment:

• Moving an instruction above a side exit, if it does not impact the data flow. A register write
may therefore only be moved above a side-exit if the register written-to is not live at the
predicted-not-taken branch. Furthermore, the move may not introduce a new exception,
unless the instruction is substituted with an equivalent, non-trapping, one.

• Moving an instruction downwards, that is below a side exit, is possible if its effect on the
data flow is not visible at the side exit (it is not live with regard to the side exit). Note that
moving possibly trapping instruction downwards is possible because they do not introduce
new failures to the superblock. Interestingly, it does add a new exception to the constituting
basic block that is the target of the move. Since superblocks do not have side-entrances,
however, it is guaranteed that if the moved (added to the basic block) instruction fails in the
basic block, the basic block would (semantically) never have been reached anyways.

Note that the scheduling itself, as presented in [36, 38], does not introduce any code duplication.

9While the abstract symbolic execution asserts that none of the instructionsmay fail, the concrete symbolic execution
only stores those instructions (symbolic expression/values) that may fail.
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1.3.3 Hash-consing

In principle, the comparison of symbolic states requires expensive tests for structural equality
since each symbolic value essentially records the entire “history” of computations relevant to
it, starting from the initial symbolic state. The structure of these symbolic values resembles an
abstract syntax tree (ast). A naïve implementation would pose problems with regard to both
memory usage and the cost of structural checking. Hash-consing, a staple of imperative program-
ming, alleviates both problems by using memoizing smart constructors for the symbolic values.
Instead of allocating two or more structurally identical terms, subsequent invocations of a hash-
consing constructor return the memoized object first constructed. Naturally, thus constructed
values must be immutable. As a result, data structures with many repeating structures can be
represented very compactly. Additionally, expensive structural equality tests can be replaced by
constant time pointer equality tests [4, p. 58].

The name hash-consing is derived from a typical implementation detail: in order to quickly find
and return already created objects, hash-tables or maps are generally used in the implementation.
This very reason for its efficiency makes it difficult to employ this technique in the context of
CompCert. Gallina, Coq’s specification language, lacks many important imperative fea-
tures to easily implement hash-consing. Nonetheless, multiple approaches are possible [6]. asts
are a prime-use case for hash-consing [6].

Six, Gourdin, Boulmé, and Monniaux do not rely on the full power of hash-consing. Their
system only relies on the property that physical equality i.e. pointer equality implies structural
equality, and not that structural equality implies pointer equality (although this property is still
highly desirable). This relaxation of the problem allows for a lightweight approach implemented
in the Impure library [5]. Impure implements an efficient hash-consing factory. The only extra
assumption10 being made is that embeddingOCaml’s pointer equality is correct as axiomatized
in listing 2. The axioms states that if phys_eq terminates, returning a boolean that is true,
then its inputs can be considered equal for Coq’s definition of equality. Note that as a user
of Impure we cannot make any assumption on the return value of phys_eq, except that if it
returns, it will return a boolean. Given a definition of how to compare hash-consed values11, and
some auxiliary functions, the hash-consing factory returns a memoizing function [4, p. 60]. The
memoizing function doing the heavy lifting is itself untrusted (xhCons). It is essential, that this
untrusted-oracle-provided function behaves observationally like an identity (cf. the discussion on
proving that a certain relation between inputs and outputs is preserved. [4, pp. 37–38]). This is
verifiably guaranteed by the hConswrapper, which adds a runtime check that the returned value
is equal to the given input with regard to the user-provided hashing equality.

1.4 Missed scheduling opportunities

If we compare the abilities of superblock scheduling in general (section 1.2.3) and in the context
ofCompCert in particular (section 1.3.2) we notice two missing scheduling opportunities.

10In addition to adding Impure (see [4, pp. 27–29, 44–47]).
11An example for hash-consed condition evaluations is given in listing 14.
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1 Axiom phys_eq: forall {A}, A -> A -> ?? bool.
2

3 Axiom phys_eq_correct: forall A (x y:A), WHEN phys_eq x y ~> b THEN
b=true -> x=y.↪→

4

5 Extract Inlined Constant phys_eq => "(==)".

Listing 2: Impure’s axiom on pointer equality and extraction toOCaml’s pointer equality test
(cf. [5, p. 10, 4, p. 32]).

1. Due to the lack of register renaming, certain instruction may not be moved due to name
dependences.

2. The symbolic execution is not able to verify the movement—and therefore necessary du-
plication—of instructions below side exits, if they are live with regard to that side exit.

The first shortcoming is mitigated by the fact that the superblock scheduling is applied at the
RTL level, that is before register allocation (prepass). As a result, name dependences are much
less common than after register allocation when the compiler handles the lack of infinitely many
(pseudo-)registers by spilling and restoring registers to and from the stack. However, they still
do occur, most notably after certain loop optimizations as introduced in [36]. For example, loop
unrolling is implemented by an ingeniously simple oracle. The verifier relies on the strict duplica-
tion of its instructions to achieve this remarkable brevity and flexibility12. Consider listing 5which
is the result of unrolling and then rotating the loop of the simple vector sum function of listing 3.
Although the superblock is much bigger than initially (listing 4), the scheduling opportunities
have increased very little:

1. The duplicated loop index increment cannot be moved above the side exit because it over-
writes the register used for the exit condition.

2. Unless the hardware platform and operating system support dismissible loads13 the load
operations cannot be moved across the side exit either.

3. The store operation cannot be moved below the side exit since the memory is implicitly
always considered live. Transitively, the floating point addition and two associated loads
cannot be scheduled below the side exit either.

Figure 1.1 shows the dependency graph of listing 5. Unsurprisingly, we observe that prepass
scheduling has no effect on this loop.

Generalizing the first point we notice that unrolled loops14 only expose a fraction of the possi-
ble ilp due to name dependences, which are a direct result of the simple duplication of instruc-
tions without renaming. Therefore, one big advantage of superblock scheduling over basic block
12The same verifier can be used to verify loop rotation, loop peeling and will later be used to enable code motion past

side exits (cf. section 4.2).
13Loads that do not trigger an exception when performing an invalid memory access.
14At least inner loops where iterations are independent from each other.
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1 void vector_sum(double *dest, double *v1, double *v2, size_t len) {
2 for (size_t i = 0; i < len; i++) {
3 dest[i] = v1[i] + v2[i];
4 }
5 }

Listing 3: Simple vector sum function in C.

1 i = 0L
2

3 loop:
4 if (i >= len) goto exit else (prediction: fallthrough)
5 t1 = v1[i]
6 t2 = v2[i]
7 t = t1 + t2
8 dest[i] = t
9 i = i + 1
10 goto loop
11

12 exit:
13 return

Listing 4: Simplified RTL code for vector sum (listing 3). The register names and numeric labels
have been renamed and the instruction representation slightly prettified.

scheduling, speculative execution of instructions at compile-time, is severely hindered. Chapter 2
tackles this problem.

The second point cannot be fixed without support by both the hardware and operating system
running the process and will not be discussed further for the purpose of this report but ties in
with the next point.

The inability ofCompCert’s current superblock scheduling to move live instructions below
side exits can miss advantageous interleavings of instructions (cf. fig. 4.2a and table 4.1).

Chapter 2 will discuss the general idea for a register renaming approach compatible with the
symbolic execution semantics of section 1.3.2. Then, chapter 3, elaborates the ideas and de-
sign behind the code motion below side exits implemented. Their implementations—including
changes to RTLpath and its symbolic execution, necessary for the latter and useful for the first—
are discussed in chapter 4. The results are experimentally evaluated (section 5.1) and discussed
(chapter 6) before concluding the report. Next, however, related work is discussed.

1.5 Related work

As noted in section 1.2.3, the size of basic blocks is often quite limited so that, for statically
scheduled platforms, global code scheduling becomes essential. Many variants have been pro-
posed and implemented. Trace scheduling [11] is theoretically even more powerful than super-
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Figure 1.1: Dependency graph of unrolled and rotated vector sum. Due to name dependences
almost no movement is possible. Pseudo-register x5 corresponds to variable i in list-
ing 5, x8, x9 and x7 to t1, t2 and t respectively. Edges are annotated with their
expected latency at the RTL level.
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1 i = 0L
2 if (i >= len) goto exit else fallthrough (prediction: fallthrough)
3 loop:
4 t1 = v1[i]
5 t2 = v2[i]
6 t = t1 + t2
7 dest[i] = t
8 i = i + 1
9 if (i >= len) goto exit else fallthrough (prediction: fallthrough)
10

11 t1 = v1[i]
12 t2 = v2[i]
13 t = t1 + t2
14 dest[i] = t
15 i = i + 1
16 if (i >= len) goto exit else goto loop (prediction: fallthrough)
17

18 exit:
19 return

Listing 5: Prettified RTL representation of loop-rotated and unrolled vector sum code.

block scheduling (cf. section 1.2.3). Nonetheless, many implementers have reached towards su-
perblocks due to their relative simplicity. The paper introducing superblocks [21], further men-
tions five dependence-removing optimizations to aid scheduling. While both trace scheduling
and superblock scheduling target linear sequences of code, Havanki, Banerjia, and Conte con-
sider “Treegions”. As the name implies, each treegion has a single entrance but can encompass
a tree-like structure of the program’s cfg [19]. In their experiments they report a 15% – 20% in-
crease in performance over superblock scheduling. Software pipelining [2, 25, pp. 472–482] is
a more advanced approach to instruction scheduling, specifically targeting loops. In essence the
goal is to compute multiple iterations of the loop at once without necessarily unrolling the loop as
many times. A prologue and epilogue need to be inserted in order to preserve the original loop’s
semantics.

Many approaches to verified compilation existwith differing goals. CakeML is another general-
purpose verified compiler, compiling StandardML rather than C. Instead of using Coq it is
written and proven with the Isabelle/HOL4 theorem prover. seL4 [24] on the other hand is
a verified-correct microkernel that is proven with regard to semantic correctness and security.
They go from an abstract presentation down to C using Isabelle/HOL, and, on some platforms
prove the binary code produced. The latter means that they do not need to trust the compiler
and linker. Its proof is automatically performed via translation validation by an smt solver, able
to handle all optimizations of gcc-O1 and much of seL4 at -O2. Note however, that the C source
code being compiled comprises only 9500 lines of C code [35]. In a similar vain, ACL2 has been
used to verify user-mode programs with regard to a formal x86 isamodel [14]. Some programs
are verifiable at gcc’s -O2 level while others are validated at the default optimization level.

Tristan and Leroy implemented a slight variation of trace scheduling for CompCert [40].
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They restrict full trace scheduling by not allowing the reordering of branches. In contrast to Six,
Gourdin, Boulmé, and Monniaux’s work on superblock scheduling, their optimization applies
to the Mach ir of CompCert, after register allocation. The same goes for their instruction
scheduler of basic blocks, presented in the same paper [40]. Unfortunately, their implementation
of symbolic execution was not hash-consed and exhibited exponential blowup. Moreover, they
do not consider liveness and always duplicate instructions when moving code below side exits
or above joins. Tristan, Govereau, and Morrisett demonstrate that symbolic execution is able to
verify many kinds of transformations on llvm using symbolic execution and a value graph [39].

Static single assignment form (ssa) presents a general solution to prepass register reuse by
outlawing it. If multiple definition can be the most current version of a variable, φ nodes are in-
serted, representing the correct choice, depending on the predecessor. Given ssa it is possible
to perform optimal register allocation in polynomial time [18]. On the hardware side, dynamic
register renaming with Tomasulo’s algorithm presents the state of the art. It is able to rename
registers across branches. Additionally, the hardware may implement more“registers” (or reser-
vation stations in Tomasulo’s algorithm) than officially available in the isa. With regard to the
issue of register allocation and its interdependence with instruction scheduling, combinatorial
approaches aim to solve both register allocation and instruction scheduling optimally. Recent
approaches have been shown to scale up to 1000 instructions [29, 30].
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2 Register renaming modulo liveness

As explained in section 1.3.2, the superblock verifier considers superblocks equivalent if their
states matchmodulo register liveness at each exit. It follows that we can freely rename any, essen-
tially temporary, registers if they are not live outside of the superblock. However, any renaming
must be restored before any (side-) exit that may read the old register, expecting the renamed reg-
ister’s value. Due to the verified liveness information available at the RTLpath level, it is possible
to only restore those registers which are live with regard to an exit.

For example, the registers holding the loaded values in listing 4 are not live and need not be
restored. Moreover, the loop index variablei’s scope does not extend beyond the (trivially inner)
loop. As a result, i is not live with regard to the side exit, nor its duplication, generated by ro-
tating and unrolling the loop (cf. listing 5). However, i is live during the next iteration, so before
leaving the superblock at its predicted exit, imust receive the correct value. Restoring registers
to their, globally1, expected value after renaming will be called restoration code. Because i is not
live for the side-exits, the restoration code may be placed after the second conditional branch by
changing the successor information accordingly. The effect of renaming registers on the depen-
dency graph for this example is shown in fig. 2.1 (cf. fig. 1.1). Already, this small change decreases
the expected time (as determined by the“list” instruction scheduler at the RTLpath level) when
the final instruction of this particular superblock is started from 24 to 22 by removing many of
the name dependences. Note, that the restoration code itself introduces a name (output/war)
dependency again. Section 4.2 explains how to move or duplicate code from the superblock be-
low a side-exit. This can also be used to offload the restoration code for all side-exits. Only the
final restoration code, before the expected exit of the superblock must stay part of the super-
block. Because it will stay part of the superblock, it will be inserted before applying the heuristic
of chapter 3. This is a pessimistic choice because some of the restoration actions will be obviated
by the register allocation. More generally, the impact of register allocation on the effect of this
transformation can be quite significant due to the problem of register pressure (see section 2.2).

2.1 Register renaming and code movement below side exits

The register renaming approach of this chapter and the method for code motion past side exits
of chapter 3 and section 4.2 are implemented to work independently from each other. For exam-
ple, section 4.1.2 explains why we want to insert some restoration code before code motion below
side exits, which, however violates the nice property that each definition in a superblock has only
a single definition. Additionally, this property is trivially violated when simply not enabling regis-
ter renaming while turning on code motion below side exits (cf. tables 5.2 and 5.3). In addition to

1Outside the current execution of the superblock.
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Figure 2.1: Dependency graph of unrolled and rotated vector sum. After renaming, a lot of de-
pendencies are eliminated (cf. fig. 1.1). Note that the memory stores, and preceding
calculations must occur before their respective side exit. Because on AArch64, loads
cannot be turned into speculative loads, the second loop iteration can also not be in-
terleaved with the first. The calculation of the loop indices (now x10 and x14), on
the other hand, have become flexible and could be pre-computed. Similarly for the
restoration code (x5 = x14), which can be placed anywhere after its last use.
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the systematic register renaming described here, a second, ad-hoc, mode is implemented. For ex-
ample, whenever an instruction is duplicated twice or more in order to move below multiple side
exits (cf. section 4.2) the arguments of the duplicated instruction must not be mutated between
duplicate occurrences. Furthermore, the eventual insertion of all restoration codemay invalidate
naïvely duplicated codewhich is necessary for codemovement below side exits. In this case, extra
aliasing logic is applied: before restoring the register, a copy is made and used appropriately in
the remainder of the superblock.

2.2 Register Pressure

During register allocation, the compiler has to copewith the finite number of registers available to
it. It maps the pseudo registers, of which they were infinitely available and many used, to a small
set of registers more closely resembling those of the hardware. If more registers are live at a given
point than available, they need to be spilled, and restored on the next use. Excessive spilling
and restoring is costly in two regards. For one, it introduces load and store instructions which
are relatively costly. Two, this extra code increases the code size, sometimes significantly (see
fig. 5.3). In turn, this code size increase may not only be problematic for limited device storage
e.g. in small embedded systems but also for performance. The increased size may cause the code,
or “hot” parts of it, to no longer fit into the instruction cache of the cpu. Together, “[t]he
transformed code, while theoretically faster, may lose some or all of its advantage because it leads
to a shortage of registers. […] The problem becomes especially challenging in multiple-issue
processors that require the exposure of more independent instruction sequenceswhose execution
can be overlapped.” [20, p. 182]

The problem of the register renaming approach presented earlier is twofold. The first is rather
fundamental to the presented approach: register renaming introduces a lot of new registers. In
principle, just the renaming does not have an influence on the number of live registers. Nonethe-
less, it can have an influence on the heuristics employed by the register allocator. Second and
more importantly, applying prepass scheduling to increase ilp, the number of live registers and
thus register pressure can increase dramatically. After all, exposing more ilp by overlapping in-
structions and thus generating more live registers was the entire point of combining a renaming
pass with prepass scheduling. This latter issue can be mitigated by a register pressure aware in-
struction scheduling algorithm (see fig. 5.3).

The restoration code inserted by the renaming also increases the code size at the RTLpath/RTL
level. Again, the problem is twofold. First, executing the restoration code costs cycles which is
particularly irksomewith regard to the superblockswe are trying to optimize. Second, it increases
the code size. By moving the restoration code for side-exits out of the superblock (cf. chapter 3),
the former issue can be avoided at the cost of exacerbating the latter. If the same renaming is
live for multiple side exits, moving the restoration code out of the superblock, that is after the
side exits, necessitates multiple copies of the restoration code. Otherwise the restoration code
before an earlier side exit still applies to a later side exit of the same superblock. The upside is
that the superblock executes less instructions. Because the side exit has been predicted to not be
taken, this is assumed to be a worthwhile trade-off. In particular, Six, has adaptedCompCert’s
linearization oracle, which is responsible for the generated code layout, to always lay out the basic
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blocks of a superblock contiguously [36, p. 176]. In this light, avoiding asmuch restoration code in
the superblock as possible, while likely increasing the global code size, also reduces the code size
of the superblock itself, as laid out in memory. The process of code linearization has been slightly
modified in this work, because it was observed that the restoration code created outside of the
superblockwould often be laid out directly after the superblock. In the case of inner loops spanned
by a superblock, this turns the loop condition (which sits at the end for a rotated loop), looping
back to the beginning of loop, into two jumps instead of one because the fallthrough successor is
no longer the side exit but some restoration code. To counteract this for inner loops spanned by
a superblock, we prefer the predicted-not-taken branch to be laid out after the superblock. Note
that restoration code may or may not be eliminated by register allocation. Register allocation
removes restoration code that has become redundant due to both higher-level registers having
been mapped to the same lower-level register.
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3 Live code motion below side exits

As mentioned in section 1.4, in addition to register renaming, we are also interested in moving
live instructions below side exits. Once again, consider the dependency graph in fig. 3.1 for the
unrolled and rotated vector sum example. Interestingly, the system used to generate these de-
pendency graphs, GraphViz [13] and in particular dot [12], visualizes the advantage of removing
dependencies in more than one way. In addition to removing edges, which makes the graphs vi-
sually cleaner, they become successively more compact1 (height-wise, cf. figs. 1.1, 2.1 and 3.1).
For the vector sum example only the memory stores are live and could bemoved below side exits.
While the loop index is live, it is a true dependence of the conditions guarding the side exits. Un-
fortunately, this added capability does not improve the expected performance2 for this particular
example.

Consider instead listing 6 and its generated assembly code in table 3.1. Prepass register renam-
ing3 of the floating point operations’ target registers does not enable the desired interlaving of
expensive computations because (a) the result (s in listing 6 and d0 in the assembly code) is live
after the loop, such that the first loop iteration cannot be merged into the second. (b) Merging
the second into the first (speculative execution) is not possible because the computations depend
on the load, which cannot be moved above the side exit as that would introduce an additional
possible failure. Without dismissible loads the latter cannot be realized. The former, however,
can at the cost of code duplication (see the suggested assembly code of table 3.1). We should thus
be able to reduce the loop’s final instruction’s starting time from 19 to just 15.

While achieving the desired expected performance, the actual code generated (see table 3.2)
is larger than desired due to a limitation in the heuristics employed (see section 3.1). For a slight

1Instruction scheduling in the context of trace scheduling is also sometimes called trace compaction [20, H-19].
2For these examples, expected performance will be roughly equated to the starting time of the final instruction in
a given sequence (corresponding to a superblock). This does not correspond to actual performance, especially in
the presence of loops and all the complications of actual hardware. Section 5.1 tries to evaluate performance in a
more realistic manner.

3Note that at the RTL/RTLpath level, the same psuedo-registers are used for the two loop iterations. After register
allocation, as displayed in table 3.1, this need no longer be the case.

1 double sumsq(double *x, size_t len) {
2 double s = 0.0;
3 for (size_t i = 0; i < len; i++)
4 s += x[i] * x[i];
5 return s;
6 }

Listing 6: C code to compute the sum of squares. Example due to Sylvain Boulmé.
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Figure 3.1: Dependency graph of unrolled and rotated vector sum. With the ability to insert com-
pensation code, even less dependencies are mandatory, giving the prepass scheduler
greater flexibility.

variation of this example, using two instead of just one buffer (s += xi] * y[i]), we are able
to reduce the final starting time from 21 to 16.

The capabilities of the code motion below side exits have to be distinguished for

• Memory stores and

• Other instructions

Due to the way codemotion below side exits is implemented (see section 4.2 and fig. 4.1), moving
an instruction belowmultiple side exits requires several redundant copies in the superblock. This
is verifiable for all instructions4 but memory stores. In addition to not supporting alias analysis,
executing a store instruction once versus twice always yields two different symbolic memories.
Normally, duplicating a store instruction would not be interesting, were it not for the limitations
discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.3.

3.1 Deciding which code to move below side exits

Ideally, the prepass instruction scheduling and duplication step necessary to realize schedules re-
quiring moves below side exits would be integrated with each other. This is not the case in this
work. Assuming all instructions could be speculatively executed, one approach would be to sim-
plymove asmuch code as possible below side exits, and let the subsequent instruction scheduling
pass decide which instructions actually belong towards the top of the superblock. Unfortunately,
some instruction can often not be speculatively executed e.g. in the absence of dismissible loads.
Moreover, due to the aforementioned lack of memory aliasing analysis store instructions are al-
ways considered live and can therefore not be moved above a side exit. Consequently, too aggres-
sive codemotion downwards may hinder the instruction scheduler in finding good schedules. In-
stead, the actual instruction scheduling pass is run on a relaxed scheduling problem, removing the

4Sincewe are discussing transformation for instruction scheduling, final instructions (see section 1.3.2), which cannot
be scheduled, are ignored.
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Instruction Start Latency

.L101: ; loop start
ldr d2, [x0, w2, sxtw #3] 0 3
add w2, w2, #1 0 1
cmp w2, w1 1 1
fmul d1, d2, d2 3 6
fadd d0, d0, d1 9 6
b.ge .L100 9 1
ldr d4, [x0, w2, sxtw #3] 10 3
add w2, w2, #1 10 1
cmp w2, w1 11 1
fmul d3, d4, d4 13 6
fadd d0, d0, d3 19 6
b.lt .L101 19 1

.L100: ; loop exit

Instruction Start Latency

.L101: ; loop start
ldr d2, [x0, w2, sxtw #3] 0 3
add w2, w2, #1 0 1
cmp w2, w1 1 1
b.ge .L102 1 1
ldr d4, [x0, w2, sxtw #3] 2 3
add w2, w2, #1 2 1
fmul d1, d2, d2 3 6
cmp w2, w1 3 1
fmul d3, d4, d4 5 6
fadd d0, d0, d1 9 6
fadd d0, d0, d3 15 6
b.lt .L101 15 1

.L102: ; compensation code
fmul d1, d2, d2
fadd d0, d0, d1
.L100: ; loop exit

Table 3.1: Compilation result (left) for listing 6, without register renaming or live code motion
below side exits. Prepass register renaming, as discussed in chapter 2, which would
enable the speculative increment of the loop counter does not improve the expected
performance. Because AArch64 does not allow dismissible loads, the expensive com-
putations fmul and fadd cannot be interleaved with the first iteration. As a work-
around we can imagine the code on the right. The branch has been moved above the
first iteration’s expensive computations, thus interleaving the two iterationswithout re-
quiring dismissible instructions. Note the insertion of compensation code to preserve
the data flow.
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Instruction Start Latency

.L101: ; loop start
ldr d2, [x0, w2, sxtw #3] 0 3
add w3, w2, #1 0 1
add w2, w3, #1 1 1
cmp w3, w1 1 1
b.ge .L102 2 1
fmul d5, d2, d2 3 6
ldr d16, [x0, w3, sxtw #3] 3 3
cmp w2, w1 4 1
b.ge .L103 4 1
fmul d6, d16, d16 6 6
fadd d7, d0, d5 9 6
fadd d0, d7, d6 15 6
b .L101 15 1

.L102: ; compensation code
fmul d3, d2, d2
fadd d0, d0, d3
b .L100

.L103: ; compensation code
fmul d1, d16, d16
fadd d4, d0, d5
fadd d0, d4, d1
.L100: ; loop exit

Table 3.2: Assembly code generated for listing 6with both register renaming and live codemotion
below side exits enabled. Compared to the envisioned result (see table 3.1), the same
final starting time is achieved. However, the code duplication incurred is much greater
due to the relative obliviousness of the heuristics (see section 3.2).
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scheduling constraints thatwemay remove via codemotion below side exits. The resulting sched-
ule is checked against the full constraints to see which instructions “want” to move downwards
but cannot. Due to the lack of compensation-code aware instruction scheduler, the result is com-
pared to a run on the original problem. If the original problem yields an equally good schedule5,
no code is duplicated. This simple work-around still allows many schedules involing significant
amount of code duplication for marginal gains (see fig. 5.1). A slightly more fine-grained mitiga-
tion is discussed in the next section. Note however, that these final-time-comparing approaches
still do not catch cases where an equivalent schedule, duplicating less instructions, exists (cf. the
desired assembly code of table 3.1 and the generated one, with an equivalent final time but much
more code duplication in table 3.2).

3.2 Code size

Code motion below side exits does not increase the size of the superblock itself at the RTLpath
level6. However, the compensation code that must be interposed between the side exit and its
target does increase the code size. Consider fig. 4.2. Many instructions, which previously could
not have been moved, are moved below the superblock’s first side exit to its predicted successor.
The appropriate compensation code tomaintain correctness has been inserted into the predicted-
not-taken successor. Since some code is moved below the second side exit as well, which is thus
no longer the last instruction of the superblock, one additional unconditional branching instruc-
tion is inserted inside the superblock. Globally, however, we can see that the predicted-not-taken
successor’s size increases by eight instructions7. Additionally, the movement of code below the
second side exit further increases the code size by two instructions as a result of compensation
code. Here the interposition of the code between the side exit and its original target is clearly visi-
ble. Moreover, it highlights again the obliviousness of the heuristic with regard to the duplication
cost. The problem is particularly silly due to the necessary insertion of the unconditional branch
at a lower ir. This branch is not accounted for at the RTL/RTLpath level and not predicted by the
heuristic. Ideally, such trivially factorizable code sequences would be avoided.

Like the traces of trace scheduling, the superblocks of this work have been created by static
or profiling based branch prediction, followed by trace selection and transformations meant to
increase the size of superblocks (or even turning some traces (paths in the context of Comp-
Cert) into superblocks in the first place). Note that if a superblock does not contain side exits,
i.e. does not make a prediction/assumption on the likely code execution path, neither specula-
tion nor compensation code after code motion below side exits apply. Thus, the key assumption
of trace scheduling—that the importance of the execution time of the superblock outweighs the
possible cost for other code executions—stands to reason. However, until now, this only applied
to the cost of speculative execution of instructions, including register pressure, but not directly
duplicating instructions. The introduction of register renaming and possible code motion past

5In one case it was observed that the relaxed problem lead to a worse expected final time for the schedule using list
scheduling. However, this case could be resolved by using the integer linear programming scheduler mentioned
“Verified Superblock Scheduling with Related Optimizations”.

6Its size may increase by a single unconditional branching instruction after linearization. An example is given below.
7In this case, since the predicted-not-taken successor is not a join, the compensation code was merged with the
original code during code layout.
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side exits further exacerbates the problem of instruction scheduling with regard to register pres-
sure. Moreover, the latter may further directly generate additional code with an increased chance
to negatively impact other execution paths and performance in general. With the additions of this
work,CompCert becomes thus evenmore reliable on the accuracy of static branch predictions.

Two mitigations with regard to the code size increase are introduced by this work. A compiler
flag allows the register renaming and code motion below side exits optimizations to only be ap-
plied to inner loops, spanned by a superblock, that are predicted to loop. These are expected to
be especially likely to be executed and have an outsized effect on performance compared to other
superblocks. Additionally, since the existing instruction schedulers [38, 36], and the recent ad-
dition of a register-pressure aware scheduler by Nardino during an internship at Verimag, are
unaware of the duplication effort required to realize their schedules, an (expensive) heuristic tries
to estimate the gain in performance by allowing code motion below side exits (see section 4.2.1).
A compiler flag then allows to control the accepted code-duplication-to-expected-cycle-gain cost
ratio.

The actual superblock scheduling pass of Six, Gourdin, Boulmé, andMonniaux, may move in-
structions previously pushed downwards back above the side-exits, if possible (recall section 3.1).
Guiding the codemotion below side exitswith the actual instruction scheduling (see section 4.2.1)
algorithm used later, while computationally expensive, should avoid most of these situations.
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4 Implementation

In the untrustedOCaml code, a superblock is represented by the record shown in listing 7. The
instructions array is ordered so that we can simply iterate over them instead of walking
the cfg. Information about the live registers with regard to each (side-) exit is readily available
(liveins ands_output_regs respectively. s_output_regs stores the union of live reg-
isters of all successors.). In order to verify the transformation, our oracle combining register re-
naming and code motion below side exits, returns (1) the modified code i.e. modified and added
instructions (2) the possibly new function entry (3) themodifiedpath_map and (4) anothermap
that guides the verifier to compare the correct paths. In practice, the function and path entries
are not modified. Instead, instructions are moved by reassigning the mapping of cfg nodes to
instructions, a trick already explained and exploited in “Optimized and formally-verified compi-
lation for a VLIW processor” [36]. Code insertion leverages this scheme further by designing
a fake schedule that will insert the instructions in the correct order while maintaining the path
entries and preserving the correct successor information of the last instruction in the path.

A new field was added to RTL, holding the untrusted change to the cfg and oracle-guiding
information of Duplicate per function. Thus the oracle of the duplication step (see section 4.2)
simply directly returns this information to the Duplicate verifier.

4.1 Register renaming

4.1.1 Basic superblock-local register renaming

Implementing the systematic renaming itself is quite simple: For each instruction in the super-
block, replace redefinitions of registers by fresh registers and keep track of the last renaming with
a simple map. The set of initially live registers can be obtained from the path_info entry in

1 type superblock =
2 { mutable instructions: P.t array
3 ; mutable liveins: Regset.t PTree.t
4 ; s_output_regs: Regset.t;
5 ; typing: RTLtyping.regenv }

Listing 7: Representation of superblocks in theOCamloracles. instructionsholds thePCs
of the superblock’s instructions. liveins maps from PCs of side-exits to registers
which are live in the unpredicted part of the branch. s_output_regs contains the
union of all successors of the last instruction, that is all registers that are live at the end
of the superblock.
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the path_map of the function. Each use of the old register name will then be replaced by the
most recent renaming. At this point the superblock is internally consistent but not correct with
regard to its successors. In order to repair the superblock, the currently live renames are recorded
for each (side-) exit. Because the liveness information for each side exit is available, this snapshot
only records the information necessary to restore live registers. Eventually, before each (side-)
exit, a series of instructions restoring the expected value is inserted (restoration code, cf. fig. 2.1
and in particular the restoration instruction.). The final restoration code represents an exception,
where restoration code may be placed after the originally final instruction, if it is either basic or a
side-exit. In the latter case, restoration code that is not live with regard to the predicted successor
can essentially be moved out of the superblock for free.

Up to this point, the register renaming is entirely provable—without any modifications—by
the symbolic execution of section 1.3.2.

4.1.2 Moving restoration code outside of the superblock

The same technique that will be described in section 4.2 is applicable to moving restoration code
outside of the superblock. While this initially leaves a duplicate inside the superblock, the restora-
tion code inside the superblock will become useless and will be removed by dce eventually.

The final restoration code of the superblock cannot be moved outside of it. Although some or
all of it might vanish due to register allocation, it might also remain. Therefore, the instruction
schedulers of section 4.2 are conservatively given a superblock with the final restoration code,
but not the one for side exits, inserted. The map of live renamings, storing information about the
necessary renames per (side-) exits is changed to reflect the partial restoration. In combination
with moving the restoration code of side exits outside of the superblock, this gives the actual
prepass scheduling the opportunity to move the final and unavoidable restoration code as early as
possible. However, care must be taken in case the code motion below side exits decides to move
instructions below multiple side exits. Note that this can even happen when systematic register
renaming is applied. A renamed instructionmay bemoved acrossmultiple side exits, creating two
or more copies before multiple side exits. The second occurrence may rely on its argument being
constant, which was originally true for e.g. an input register to the superblock whose redefinition
was then renamed. After inserting the restoration code, however, the value incorrectly assumed
to be immutable has changed.

More generally, the arguments of duplicated instructions are not allowed to change before the
duplicated occurrence. Therefore, when inserting the full restoration code, it is checked whether
the restored register is read after its restoration. Currently, this check is implemented with a sim-
ple walk of the superblock, starting just after the insertion site of the restoration instructions. If
the restoration code would change the data flow, an alias is created just before the restoration and
the new name applied to (a) the remainder of the superblock when systematic register renaming
is activated. Or (b) until the next definition is encountered, in the case that code motion below
side exits is enabled without systematic register renaming.
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…

(a) The code to bemoved below the side exit (shown
in green) has been placed and appropriately
marked just before the side exit (the diamond
shape).

…

(b) The conditional branch of the side exit is cloned
but changed to be“useless”. This version of the
superblock passes the modified symbolic execu-
tion semantics.

…

(c) The code that has been framed between the
cloned and parental conditional branch is dupli-
cated. This is easily verifiable by the existingDu-
plicate verifier.

…

(d) Finally, a modified pass of CSE3 can remove
the now redundant parental Icond and its du-
plicate. For each of the branches the result is
known and does not need to be recomputed. A
pass of dce is necessary in order to remove left-
over instructions when instructions are moved
across multiple side exits at once.

Figure 4.1: Sketch on how tomove code below side exits. The diamond shape signifies a condition
with the two arrows coming out of it being the two branches.
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4.2 Code motion past side exits

Moving live code below an Icond (shown in green in fig. 4.1), and thus interposing it between
the side exit and its target, is deceptively simple. First, clone the Icond and “frame” the code
between the cloned Icond—whose two successor pointers both point to the beginning of the
code to be duplicated—and the original Icond (fig. 4.1b). Afterwards, the code up to and in-
cluding the original Icond may be duplicated. Intuitively, both initially useless branches point
to the exact same code in the beginning. After duplication they still point to identical, if dupli-
cated, code after the duplication (fig. 4.1c). This change is verifiable via theDuplicate verifier [36,
pp. 109–111] without modifications. Finally, both the original Icond and its duplicate (nb: not
its clone) can be removed since the result of the condition is known (fig. 4.1d) after computing
the evaluating the cloned Icond. One of them will unconditionally branch to the original ifso
successor and the other unconditionally branch to the ifnot successor. This step requires a
restricted version of CSE31 [32, p. 9], that only removes redundant conditional branches. When
instructions are moved downwards across multiple side exits, that their effect is live to, multi-
ple duplicates are created that are intentionally redundant. Following the duplication step (cf.
fig. 4.1c), they are no longer redundant, and their duplicate version inside the superblock will be
dead. After the actual instruction scheduling, another pass of CSE3 is run, in case final restora-
tion code of the superblock is moved so far up that its effect makes some restoration code inside
the side exits redundant. Alternatively, between the code motion past side exits and actual pre-
pass scheduling, the heuristic (section 4.2.1) and the actual schedule may disagree, in which case
instruction that can still be moved up obviate previously inserted restoration code. This process,
minus the cleanup phase, is visualized in fig. 4.1, and the changes necessary to verify are discussed
in section 4.3.

The information, (modified code and information necessary to guide the Duplicate verifier to
prove its correctness) necessary to perform the duplication of the if-branches is prepared at the
RTLpath level by slightly adapting the existing function to clone code. Instead of returning the
updated code, only the necessary changes are returned (a diff of sorts). Inside the trivialDuplicate
oracle for this transformation the diff is simply applied.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to modify Duplicate [36, p. 109] to directly insert the Icond
and duplicate values. Neither is it currently possible to transformmultiple paths together at once,
or change the control flow in the described way using the symbolic execution test. Adapting the
former would require complicating the quite elegant and concise semantics, including its proven
verifier. The decisive factor, in not adapting Duplicate, however, is the inability to create and
insert new Iconds because the condition evaluation may fail. This is due to the fact that com-
parisons may fail if their arguments are not of the correct types. If this was the only problem,
a work-around involvingCompCert’s guarantee that at the RTL level everything is well-typed
would be possible. In this case unfortunately, pointers and integers share the same RTL type2, and
while integer comparison usually cannot fail, pointer comparisons can fail under various circum-
stances. The only pointer comparison allowed are comparisons between pointers of the same
and correct size (64- or 32-bit according to the platform), which must point to the same mem-

1In contrast toCompCert’s default cse, CSE3 is a global cse that can remove redundant code across conditional
branches. The restricted version performs a strict subset of CSE3, but its proof is currently admitted.

2Tlong (64-bit integer) on 64-bit architectures, otherwise Tint on 32-bit platforms.
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ory allocation and at most one index beyond the end of that allocation (in accordance with the
C standard). Equality and inequality tests with null are also permitted. Otherwise a pointer
comparison fails. As a result, the approach detailed in section 4.3 was chosen.

4.2.1 Instrumenting instruction scheduling as code duplication heuristic

Asdescribed in section 3.1, wewant to instrument the actual instruction scheduler algorithmused
later to infer which code duplication and eventual resulting movement below side exits yields
schedules that are worth the incurred cost. Fortunately, the instruction schedulers are cleanly
divided into two phases: (1) calculating the scheduling constraints (cf. section 1.2.1) and (2) the
actual scheduling phase. By creating our own “frontend” to phase two, we can easily vary the
dependency calculation to fit our needs.

Ignoring liveness

The existing dependency calculation walks the instructions array (listing 7), updating im-
perative state to keep track of the latest register andmemory reads and writes, as well as updating
the dependency constraints appropriately. When a side exit is encountered, the dependence calu-
lation handles multiple issues:

1. Input registers that present a hard dependency (“actual” input registers) i.e. those that are
required to compute the condition are added as raw dependences.

2. Input registers, in the following called “fake”, which are not read by the Icond itself but
instead possibly read (live) for the part of the cfg pointed to by the predicted-not-taken
successor are also added as raw dependences.

3. The side exit is recorded as the last read for both types of input registers with regard to the
continuation of the superblock. This information is used to addwar dependences to later
writes in the superblock.

Simply erasing the liveness informationwith regard to side exitswould allow impossible schedules
in certain cases where a write from below the side exit is incorrectly allowed to be moved above
it (see (3) above).

Instead only the raw dependences for “fake” registers are omitted. Indeed, this relaxes the
scheudling problem as desired. In order to avoid false scheduling wins when comparing the re-
laxed to the unrelaxed problem (see section 4.2.2), “fake” input registers are recorded with a la-
tency of 0 which forces them to appear before side exits but without incurring the timing penalty
of only scheduling the branch at a time slot for which the“fake” input is ready. Without thismod-
ification, ostensibly better schedules requiring compensation code would be incorrectly favored.

Partially ignoring memory store liveness

As explained in chapter 3, it is not possible to move stores below multiple side exits using the
setup described in this chapter. Nonetheless, we can move memory stores across the next side
exit by erasing the original instruction, a process that was subsequently applied to all instructions.
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(a) Generated code when register renaming is en-
abled.

(b) In addition to register renaming (fig. 4.2a), the
compiler is given the ability to move live instruc-
tions across side exits, at the cost of incurring
compensation code.

Figure 4.2: TACLe’s Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus (susan) benchmark,
compiled with tail duplication and loop unrolling and rotation. The generated code
of the superblock spanning the inner loop is shown and evaluated in table 4.1. Note
that register names between the two compiled version have changed. This diff was
created using BinDiff [8].
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Instruction Start Latency

ldrb w17,[x2] 0 3
add x7,x2,#0x1 0 1
ldrb w10,[x1] 1 3
add x5,x1,#0x1 1 1
add w15,w4,#0x1 2 1
add x2,x7,#0x1 2 1
sub x14,x13,w17, SXTW 3 1
add x1,x5,#0x1 3 1
add w4,w15,#0x1 4 1
cmp w15,w25 4 1
ldrb w29,[x14] 5 3
mul w29,w10,w29 8 4
add w9,w9,w29 12 1
madd w6,w29,w17,w6 13 4
b.gt LAB_00401660 13 1

ldrb w10,[x7] 14 3
cmp w4,w25 14 1
ldrb w11,[x5] 15 3
sub x14,x13,w10, SXTW 15 1
ldrb w5,[x14] 16 3
mul w17,w11,w5 19 4
add w9,w9,w17 23 1
madd w6,w17,w10,w6 23 4
b.le LAB_004015f4 24 1

Instruction Start Latency

add x2,x4,#0x1 0 1
add w17,w6,#0x1 0 1
ldrb w29,[x4] 1 3
add x11,x5,#0x1 1 1
cmp w17,w23 2 1
b.gt LAB_00401668 3 1

sub x6,x8,w29, SXTW 4 1
ldrb w15,[x2] 4 3
ldrb w12,[x5] 5 3
add x5,x11,#0x1 5 1
add x4,x2,#0x1 6 1
ldrb w14,[x6] 6 3
ldrb w13,[x11] 7 3
sub x11,x8,w15, SXTW 7 1
add w6,w17,#0x1 8 1
mul w2,w12,w14 9 4
ldrb w17,[x11] 9 1
cmp w6,w23 10 1
mul w11,w13,w17 12 4
add w13,w7,w2 12 1
madd w12,w2,w29,w1 13 4
b.gt LAB_00401690 13 1

add w7,w13,w11 16 1
madd w1,w11,w15,w12 17 4
b LAB_00401604 17 1

Table 4.1: Evaluation of the superblocks of fig. 4.2 by hand. An important performance gain can
be observed by improved interleaving of instructions that are now able to move below
the side exit.
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Encoding this constraint in the dependency calculation is slightly more complicated. Instead of
adding each side exit as a blanketmemory read, they are only added asmemory reads to stores that
have occurred one side exit before. Once again, this is implemented by splitting the constraint
creating function for memory reads in two, once for actual memory reads and once for “fake”
memory reads (side exits), which can be compensated. As before, fake reads are given a latency
of 0.

4.2.2 Interpreting the results of relaxed scheduling problems

The actual instruction scheduling algorithms, oblivious to our trickery, report a schedule for the
given superblock with the relaxed constraints. By comparing the resulting schedule with the orig-
inal constraints we can observe (a) whether the relaxed problem’s schedule is worth the possible
code duplication (recall section 3.2) and (b) which instructions have beenmoved in an illegal way.
Schedules are represented as arrays of PCs, in the order determined by the scheduler. Mapping
the PCs of the superblock to their prior (original problem) and posterior (relaxed problem) index,
it is easy to check whether a dependency of a side exit is no longer above it. Since the true input
registers of side exits must be respected by the relaxed schedule as well, we can be sure that only
movable instructions will be duplicated.

The following example should give the intuition. Given the dependency graph of the original
code with the full constraints, we can obtain the dependencies of a side exit with PC nse at index
ise of the instructions array. Consider the simplistic example of just one dependency with PC
ndep at index idep. Necessarily, idep < ise. Having obtained the schedule (a permutation of
the original array) for the relaxed problem, we can find the new indices i′se and i′dep of nse and
ndep respectively. If i′dep > i′se we can infer that the instruction at PC ndep should be moved
below this side exit. That is, in the relaxed problem, the instruction scheduler would not keep the
compsenable dependency above the side exits.

Instead of actually recording the instructions to be duplicated, their PCs are. This is important
because we may first need to apply the ad-hoc renaming step of chapter 2 and section 4.1.1. The
connection between original and duplicated instructions is lost as soon as we insert the compen-
sation code. Extra aliasing logic may still need to be applied after inserting the restoration code
(section 4.1.1). Afterwards, the Iconds of side exits below which instructions are to be moved
are cloned, placing the target code (to-be-moved) between them. This information is implicitly
recovered by a prior insertion of anInop before each side exit. If, after inserting the to-be-moved
code, the Inop no longer directly precedes the side exit, it will be replaced by the cloned Icond
thus correctly framing the code for duplication. Finally, the modified code, path_map and
staged duplication information is returned.

4.3 Changes to RTLpath and the symbolic execution

4.3.1 Adding “useless” Iconds

A priori, the symbolic execution described in section 1.3.2 does not keep track of not-failing
condition evaluations ofIconds. This was unnecessary because between the original and sched-
uled path (superblock): the number of side exits of the paths has to match, they must appear in
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1 Definition istep (ge: RTL.genv) (i: instruction) (sp: val) (rs:
regset) (m: mem): option istate :=↪→

2 match i with
3 | Inop pc' => Some (mk_istate true pc' rs m)
4 | Iop op args res pc' =>
5 SOME v <- eval_operation ge sp op rs##args m IN
6 Some (mk_istate true pc' (rs#res <- v) m)
7 | Icond cond args ifso ifnot _ =>
8 SOME b <- eval_condition cond rs##args m IN
9 if Pos.eq_dec ifso ifnot then
10 Some (mk_istate true (if b then ifso else ifnot) rs m)
11 else
12 Some (mk_istate (negb b) (if b then ifso else ifnot) rs m)

(* ... *)↪→

13 end.

Listing 8: Modified definition of RTLpath’s istep function (cf. listing 1). Note that for Iconds
with identical successors, execution always stays within the superblock.

order, their“conditions are checked for syntactical equality, their list of arguments are compared
for semantics equalities of symbolic values, and the PPAG [Preconditioned Parallel Assignment
ended by Goto] are semantically compared modulo register liveness.” [38, p. 18]. Normally, in-
serting an Icond would either terminate the superblock, if it is unpredicted, or introduce a new
side exit, neither of which would be a legal transformation. The excerpt in listing 8 legalizes
so-called“useless” Iconds: Iconds with two identical successors and thus not actually repre-
senting a meaningful branch. As explained in section 4.2, introducing such a useless Icond is
the first step to enabling live code motion below side exits.

This changemust bemirrored and proven correct for the well-formedness check since now not
every Icond introduces a (side-) exit. Similarly, the RTLpath liveness generation needs a small
adjustment. Both of these changes are rather small.

Moreover, the symbolic execution semantics need to be modified in order to specify when in-
serting such an Icond is legal. First, at an abstract level (RTLpathSE_theory.v): upon
executing an Icond as part of siexec_inst, the non-failure of the condition evaluation is
recorded as a precondition to the successful execution of the superblock (see listing 9, cf. asser-
tion that instruction do not trap in section 1.3.2). These modified semantics must once again
be proven to bisimulate the (modified) execution semantics of RTLpath (sexec_correct and
sexect_exact).

Next, the data structures that will be used in the hash-consing implementation must be ad-
justed (RTLpathSE_simu_specs.v). A new kind of (ultimately hash-consed) data structure
needs to be added to represent non-failing conditions,hscond (hash-consed symbolic condition,
see listing 10 for its definition). Note that hscond does not depend on the memory: a pointer
comparison—against whose failure we are guarding—does not need access to the content of the
memory (listing 11). And since alloc and free are the only operation that can modify the
allocated blocks/size simply always supplying Sinit, the initial symbolic memory, suffices. To
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1 Definition slocal_eval_cond (st:sistate_local) (cond : condition)
(args : list_sval) :=↪→

2 {| si_pre:=(fun ge sp rs m => seval_condition ge sp cond args
st.(si_smem) rs m <> None↪→

3 /\ (st.(si_pre) ge sp rs m))
4 ; si_sreg:=st.(si_sreg)
5 ; si_smem:= st.(si_smem) |}.

Listing 9: Upon encountering an Icond, siexec_instwill record that its condition must not
fail by adding the non-failure to the superblocks precondition. The symbolic register
and memory state is left unchanged.

1 Record hscond :=
2 { cond : condition
3 ; lhsv : list_hsval
4 ; hscond_hid : hashcode }.

Listing 10: Data structure to represent hash-consed condition evaluation. Note that unlike the
abstract version, this data structure does not depend on the symbolic memory.

1 Notation "'seval_hscond' ge sp hsc" := (seval_condition ge sp
hsc.(cond) (hsval_list_proj hsc.(lhsv)) Sinit)↪→

2 (only parsing, at level 0, ge at next level, sp at next level, hsc
at next level): hse.↪→

Listing 11: Symbolically evaluating an hscond always uses the initial symbolic memory Sinit.
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1 Record hsistate_local :=
2 { hsi_smem :> hsmem
3 ; hsi_ok_lscond: list hscond
4 ; hsi_ok_lsval: list hsval
5 ; hsi_sreg:> PTree.t hsval }.

Listing 12: Hash-consed refinement of symbolic, local superblock state. The addition of a list of
hscondsmirrors the approach taken for non-failing instructions (hsi_ok_lsval).

1 Definition hsilocal_simu_spec (alive: Regset.t) (hst1 hst2:
hsistate_local) :=↪→

2 List.incl (hsi_ok_lsval hst2) (hsi_ok_lsval hst1)
3 /\ List.incl (hsi_ok_lscond hst2) (hsi_ok_lscond hst1)
4 /\ (forall r, Regset.In r alive -> PTree.get r hst2 = PTree.get r

hst1)↪→

5 /\ hsi_smem hst1 = hsi_smem hst2.

Listing 13: Definition of what it means for two hash-consed symbolic local states to simulate each
other. The second test, making sure that the transformed superblock’s condition eval-
uations are included in the original one’s has been added.

hsistate_local we must add the list of non-failing condition evaluations. This mirrors the
approach taken for non-failing instructions (hsi_ok_lsval, see listing 12). The presence of
an hscond in this list signifies that its evaluation (listing 11) does not fail3. In order to prove that
this hash-consed representation of the local state refines the abstract symbolic local, two small
lemmas had to be fixed. The refined definitions of the other states are not touched and the proofs
pass without further modifications.

For the actual implementation of the simulation test, the hash-consed data structures are ac-
tually passed to the memoizing smart constructor factory of section 1.3.2. Listing 14 shows the
hash-consing equality considered for our symbolic condition evaluations. The conditions, non-
nested terms are compared for structural equality. The hash-consed symbolic values, on which
the symbolic condition evaluation depends are simply compared by physical equality. If both
OCaml-imported non-deterministic functions return true, the equality succeeds. Other data
structures of the implementation are similarly adapted.

4.3.2 Known limitation

There is a small caveat with regard to themodified RTLpath semantics and its interaction with the
scheduling oracles. In rare cases, the last side exit of a superblock is, inside the superblock, only
followed byInops. After scheduling it may thus be placed at the very end. If at that point both its

3While the hscond will be hash-consed, the list itself is not. Thus the list of non-failing conditions of side exits
grows quadratically with the number n of side exits of a superblock. In general we expect n to be quite small. The
list inclusion test used later is Θ(n), using an imperative hash-map, or Θ(n logn), using a map based on a purely
functional binary-search tree. [4, p. 39]
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1 Definition hscond_hash_eq (hsc1 hsc2: hscond): ?? bool :=
2 DO b1 <~ struct_eq hsc1.(cond) hsc2.(cond);;
3 DO b2 <~ phys_eq hsc1.(lhsv) hsc2.(lhsv);;
4 if b1 && b2 then RET true else RET false.

Listing 14: hash_eq for hash-consed conditions.

branches point to the same successor, it will be considered a useless Icond. Consequently, the
transformed superblock has one less side exit, which is not legal. This issue is mostly4 avoided
by applying Goutagny’s work on RTLtunneling, portingCompCert’s previous tunneling5, per-
formed after register allocation, to RTL.

4Some programs generated by YARPGen [28] still trigger this issue.
5“Branch tunneling shortens sequences of branches (with no intervening computations) by rewriting the branch
and conditional branch instructions so that they jump directly to the end of the branch sequence.” (https://
compcert.org/doc/html/compcert.backend.Tunneling.html, last accessed on 2021-08-20)
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Filename Changes to to RTLpath” Lines changed

RTLpath.v “Useless”Iconds are not early exits and do not
actually branch.

25

RTLpathproof.v No changes. 0
RTLpathWFcheck.v “Useless” Iconds are not side exits, neither

successor must start a new path.
10

RTLpathLivegen.v Take these changes into account during path
generation.

10

RTLpathLivegenproof.v Trivial. 18
RTLpathSE_theory.v The condition is evaluated and asserted not to

fail but sistate_exit is created.
168

RTLpathSE_simu_specs.v Add conditions as eventually hash-consed data
structure. When comparing symbolic evalua-
tions, all conditions must have been executed on
the original path as well.

22

RTLpathSE_impl.v Impelement previous checks with hash-consing
in the Impuremonad.

370

RTLpathScheduler.v Pass along untrusted information. 2
RTLpathSchedulerproof.v “Useless” Iconds are essentially a new basic

instruction after which we must check equiva-
lence if it is the final instruction of the path.

35

Table 4.2: Summary of the changes to RTLpath and its symbolic execution. Note that
hsiexec_inst_correct in RTLpathSE_impl.v has not been proven entirely cor-
rect. The number of lines changed include a proof stub (only the cases for Iconds are
missing), including a commented out proof stub of presumably an important lemma,
that was proven earlier in a less strong form.
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5 Evaluation

The theoretical advantage of the presented work is clear: with a perfect oracle, less constraints
should always lead to better schedules. Right now, this fork of mainline CompCert’s fork
at Verimag is able to at least theoretically leverage almost the full advantages of superblock
scheduling.

5.1 Experimental evaluation

None of the theoretical guarantees given by the symbolic execution (section 1.3.2) or its adaption
(section 4.3) claim that the verifier is complete with regard to the oracle or that the oracle itself is
correct. Indeed, we have discussed a limitation of the verifier with regard to technically correct
codemovement by the oracle that had to be be forbidden. However, practically speaking the trans-
lation validation does not fail for any of the tests or benchmarks given at least the compilation op-
tions of tables 5.2 and 5.3. AllCompCert“compilers”(compilationwith different optimization
options will be considered as separate compilers), share the same set of common flags: -fcse3-
trivial-ops -funrollbody 30 -flooprotate 10 -ftailduplicate 60 in
addition to standard flags related to the benchmarks1.

The benchmark suite, comprises 154 benchmarks taken from PolyBench2, TACLeBench [10],
MiBench [17], Lustre examples and some benchmarks curated at Verimag. A Raspberry Pi 3
Model B Plus Rev 1.3 with a Cortex A53 processor was used as test platform. It runs at 1.5 GHz
with an in-order eight-stage deep pipeline, issues instructions dynamically up to two at a time [33,
p. 355]. The cycle estimates of table 4.1 are based on the same assumption as the postpass sched-
uler uses inVerimag’s fork of mainlineCompCert.

After running the entire benchmark suite 31 times, throwing away the first measurements to
guard again thermal throttling issues during the benchmarks (or rather force equal thermal throt-
tling). The rawperformancemetrics aremeasured in cycles, obtained via thecpu’s cycle counter
made easily accessible by an extra kernel module3. Afterwards, the relative standard deviation
(rsd) was calculated as 100σ

µ
for each benchmark and compiler. Benchmarks with anrsd above

2 for any of the compilers were filtered out, leaving 44 benchmarks. For these benchmarks the 30
measurements where averaged and the relative relative difference calculated to a baseline version
of the compiler (see figs. 5.2 and 5.3).

The value of 3, when limiting the amount of duplications caused by code motion below side
exits, was picked rather arbitrarily. Intuitively, wewant this number to be somewhat small in order

1For example, the flag -dsmall_dataset is passed, telling PolyBench to use its small data set (as opposed to
mini, standard or large).

2http://web.cs.ucla.edu/~pouchet/software/polybench/, last accessed on 2021-08-22
3https://github.com/jerinjacobk/armv8_pmu_cycle_counter_el0
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Figure 5.1: Number of superblocks transformed when limiting the amount of instructions dupli-
cated per expected cycles gained due to the duplication. Note that the first data point
sits at 1.

Abbreviation Meaning

pp(n|l|b|r) Prepass scheduling: None, List, Backwards, Register-pressure aware.
rr If present then register renaming is turned on.
li “lift if”, code can be moved below side exits. In combination with rr it moves

restoration code of side exits out of the superblock.
ms If present (must be combined with li/liN), instructions are allowed to move below

side exits.
liN When used with ms, specifies the maximum ratio between duplicated instructions

and expected gain in cycles.
il If present, the extra optimizations (rr/ms) are only applied to inner loops predicted

to loop.

Table 5.1: Key to decipher compiler optimizations.
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Figure 5.2: Selection of compilers plotted for easier visualization of results. Note the handful of
benchmarks with important performance gains. Higher is better.

to avoid“excessive” code duplication. On the other hand, especially in this context, we still want
to apply the optimization to many superblocks. Hence, 3 was picked as a trade-off (see fig. 5.1).

5.1.1 Runtime performance

Looking at fig. 5.2 we can see that register renaming and code motion past side exits can have an
important influence on the runtime performance in certain cases (cf. the unimpressive mean and
median columns of table 5.2). Note thatsusan appears twice, once as part ofMiBench, and once
as part of TACLeBench. Predictably, and reassuringly, the performance results are very similar.
susan is particularly interesting because its code size increase is relatively small. To investi-
gate where the performance gain comes form, the binaries of susan when compiling just with
register renaming (“ppl_rr_li”) and when additionally allowing code motion (“ppl_rr_li_ms”)
were compared using BinDiff 6 [8] after exporting Ghidra’s analysis results with the BinExport
extension4. The code part of the cfg shown in fig. 4.2 has been discovered with BinDiff and we
attribute to it the major gain in performance. Only one other part of the cfg showed noticeable

4https://github.com/google/binexport
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Figure 5.3: Relative code size increase to just the default compilation options for these bench-
marks. Lower is better.

differences, but the same version compiled while limiting the accepted duplication cost to 3, only
displayed the former change with similar performance. In table 4.1 the pipeline of the Cortex-
A53 was simulated by hand and shows an important gain in cycles for this inner loop, showcasing
the advantageous interleaving enabled by moving live code below a side exit. Other benchmarks
showed important improvements for register renaming as well.

Formany benchmarks there is no important change in performance to observe, suggesting that
the heuristics of section 4.2.1 work decently well.

5.1.2 Code size increase

With regard to code size on the other hand, almost all of the benchmarks show important increase
in the relative code size. Code size is measured by counting the lines of assembly as assembly and
linking are outside the control ofCompCert and add serious variability. It is interesting to note
that the relatively large increase in code size does not seem to impact the performance too much.
One possibility is that the code size increase mostly happens outside of important superblocks
and/or loops so that the instruction cache is serious too much impacted. Figure 5.3 presents the
increase in code size over compiling without register renaming and code motion below side exits.
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Compiler Mean SD Min Q25 Median Q75 Max

gcc_O1 7.6388 14.5364 -14.9958 -0.358799 5.85085 14.0446 64.8289
gcc_O2 20.6496 26.7684 0.134864 7.44226 11.3749 21.6997 150.406

ppn -3.40771 4.26335 -16.6199 -5.36854 -3.45005 -0.15971 6.99419
ppn_rr -3.3006 4.74266 -18.7174 -5.29553 -2.66983 -0.0992033 6.54556

ppb -1.24036 4.56508 -22.831 -2.68629 -0.180271 0.308892 6.3524
ppr -0.073096 0.274274 -0.739752 -0.139261 -0.0299136 0.0455517 0.778176

ppl_rr 0.253656 2.43581 -3.7699 -0.258335 -0.0663835 0.106016 11.0758
ppb_rr -1.04864 4.49441 -20.9926 -2.8004 -0.21653 0.198317 6.73587
ppr_rr 0.182216 2.4542 -3.75183 -0.408277 -0.0743278 0.0484149 11.4343

ppl_rr_li 0.660213 3.31885 -3.90563 -0.285752 -0.0057986 0.349426 18.6909
ppl_rr_li_il -0.070214 0.658057 -1.65598 -0.158776 -0.0399422 0.0535289 3.32184
ppb_rr_li -1.8191 4.80041 -24.5397 -3.45424 -0.42696 0.0174452 6.74696
ppr_rr_li 0.562115 3.30297 -3.85031 -0.362995 -0.0120634 0.290906 18.5492

ppl_rr_li_ms 3.15595 8.80805 -3.22288 -0.256543 0.0262018 1.11994 38.6752
ppl_rr_li_ms_il -0.0721444 0.703755 -1.91889 -0.219389 -0.0695988 0.0441982 3.45987
ppb_rr_li_ms 1.22705 9.27699 -19.6032 -1.91012 -0.146475 1.06919 39.5203
ppr_rr_li_ms 2.92591 8.51032 -3.22139 -0.367747 0.0252563 1.27369 37.1793
ppl_rr_li3_ms 3.1115 8.71975 -3.31072 -0.138454 0.0226524 0.750526 38.3435
ppb_rr_li3_ms 1.25772 9.17075 -18.8024 -1.66887 -0.145992 1.10096 39.2114
ppr_rr_li3_ms 2.86386 8.51221 -3.30564 -0.274683 -0.0235695 0.488564 37.3514

ppl_li_ms 0.27112 4.69161 -15.6833 -0.183128 0.0114277 0.763195 12.8895
ppb_li_ms -0.491917 6.36201 -15.5361 -2.7751 -0.108018 0.299748 16.3388
ppr_li_ms 0.224586 4.69652 -15.7203 -0.259994 -0.012063 0.713992 12.8301
ppl_li3_ms -0.0839534 4.3917 -15.3511 -0.123845 -0.0113259 0.116377 13.0092
ppb_li3_ms -0.408243 6.37275 -15.5132 -2.70171 -0.0607288 0.355513 16.141
ppr_li3_ms -0.103613 4.51028 -15.7118 -0.220621 -0.0612546 0.209797 12.9947

Table 5.2: Summary of performance benchmarks. The key is given in table 5.1.
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Compiler Mean SD Min Q25 Median Q75 Max

gcc_O1 -66.0654 245.387 -1210.79 -16.2458 -8.48005 -4.67762 8.96157
gcc_O2 -71.5867 249.573 -1249.74 -23.5247 -17.5077 -12.6662 38.5971

ppb 0.097385 0.948883 -5.39671 0.0 0.0955621 0.376648 2.4873
ppb_li3_ms 0.409494 1.17012 -5.5476 0.0670706 0.364445 0.706278 3.41463
ppb_li_ms 0.458691 1.19714 -5.5476 0.0808104 0.379297 0.822077 3.41463

ppb_rr 0.308986 1.10511 -5.5476 0.0550055 0.293114 0.554402 3.07443
ppb_rr_li3_ms 1.57274 1.83256 -5.66105 0.560658 1.17985 2.78572 5.51817

ppb_rr_li 0.492641 1.25282 -5.5476 0.113363 0.535142 0.68902 4.61783
ppb_rr_li_ms 1.58262 1.82967 -5.66105 0.560658 1.2363 2.78572 5.51817

ppl_li3_ms 0.315715 1.11001 -0.717213 0.0 0.0 0.202116 6.01266
ppl_li_ms 0.882762 1.51656 -0.485642 0.0 0.126799 1.58075 7.62053

ppl_rr 0.731947 0.663163 -0.820513 0.129327 0.880089 1.18018 1.96399
ppl_rr_li3_ms 1.95622 2.13583 -0.820513 0.401118 1.34449 2.74429 10.1362

ppl_rr_li 0.880711 0.874215 -0.820513 0.285794 0.980769 1.32018 4.46571
ppl_rr_li_il 0.0260701 0.108609 -0.0125219 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.668896

ppl_rr_li_ms 3.21504 3.00893 -0.485642 0.850749 2.40294 4.79656 10.4106
ppl_rr_li_ms_il 0.0260701 0.108609 -0.0125219 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.668896

ppn 0.00677172 1.01803 -6.38528 0.0 0.173663 0.360794 0.44843
ppn_rr 0.122665 0.989112 -5.69892 0.0 0.182006 0.566199 1.28913

ppr 0.0249667 0.225173 -0.340252 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.32932
ppr_li3_ms 0.392023 1.0948 -0.212993 0.0 0.0 0.265425 6.01266
ppr_li_ms 0.850847 1.49502 -0.854993 0.0 0.101193 1.58075 7.62053

ppr_rr 0.85587 0.674165 -0.212993 0.337667 0.888906 1.27247 2.98013
ppr_rr_li3_ms 2.08116 2.07185 -0.212993 0.777462 1.43303 2.85659 10.1362

ppr_rr_li 1.00211 0.859299 -0.212993 0.428924 1.00032 1.35112 4.46571
ppr_rr_li_ms 3.29533 3.04364 -0.958576 1.05497 2.40294 5.15452 10.4106

Table 5.3: Summary of code size increase on benchmarks. The key is given in table 5.1.
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6 Discussion

The first part of this work, implementing a simple register renaming pass on top of RTLpath’s
symbolic execution, once again (cf. [38, pp. 8–9]) demonstrates the flexibility of the translation
validation approach. Without any modifications, it is able to verify the systematic register rewrit-
ing, including the insertion of restoration code. Even when considering the adaption of RTLpath
down to the implementation of hash-consed symbolic execution, the burden of refactoring and
proof has been modest, considering the many aspects touched upon in this work.

When combined with loop optimizations verified via the Duplicate oracle, register renaming
appears to have an important influence on the availability of ilp.

The problem of register allocation is central to compilation and in the form present inComp-
Cert np-complete [7]. An important drawback of the register rewriting presented here is its
complex interactionswith prepass instruction scheduling—where a register-pressure aware sched-
uler is an important step in the right direction—and register allocation. It seems very difficult to
predict which renamings will be a boon to performance and which might actually make things
worse. No effort has been made in this project to do so, although targeted register renaming (see
section 4.1.1) could be used to single out likely candidates for effective renaming e.g. loop indices.
In addition to being a more general approach to register renaming, ssamakes it possible to per-
form optimal register allocation in polynomial time [18]. CompCertSSA [3] does implement
an ssa form for but its proof of correctness is quite large. “Their correctness proofs are harder
[than non-SSACompCert ] and involve non-trivial invariants about control-flow graphs, dom-
inance relations, etc.” [32, p. 23] Nonetheless it has recently been ported to current versions of
CompCert.

The benchmark results regarding the combination of register renaming and code motions be-
low side exits are promising. They indicate that extension of prepass superblock scheduling to
support codemotion below side exits via compensation code is a worthwhile pursuit. At the same
time there is still obvious room for improvement with regard to maximizing scheduling potential.
In particular the lack of alias analysis in the symbolic execution forces many scheduling depen-
dencies that are in principle not necessary. More immediately, enabling redundant writes to be
normalized to the same symbolic memory would allow movement of stores below multiple side
exits. However, how much additional flexibility it would bring and whether it could be mean-
ingfully exploited is unclear. Previous benchmarks (not shown here) did not display remarkable
performance differences between the two relaxations (section 4.2.1) that are currently compens-
able.

Both additions of this work are limited in their scope to superblocks, thus necessitating the
impressive succession of independent passes to achieve code motion below side exits. While ar-
guably decomposing a larger optimization intomultiple smaller onesmay be beneficial, in this case
the setup seems more complicated than necessary. A tree or graph-like code region representa-
tion could remedy the situation. For example if both the likely successor and unlikely successor
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were available, in a setup where symbolic execution is still practical and efficient, the codemotion
below side exits could be proved directly during scheduling. This would avoid most of the com-
plicated aspects of this work with regard to both the composition and slight modification of many
passes, as well as the relatively complicated oracle implementation presented earlier. Another
interesting avenue to tackle the currently relatively myopic view of the symbolic execution would
be the introduction of invariants to the concept of code regions. These and additional ideas are
currently being explored by Léo Gourdin as part of his PhD thesis at Verimag co-supervised
by Sylvain Boulmé and Frédéric Pétrot.

In conclusion, the extension of the symbolic execution semantics enabled a relatively complex,
non-local, transformation wheremost of the complexity is handled by the oracle. The results hint
at exciting possibilities with regard to oracle-guided translation validation, verified by scalable
symbolic execution, particularly with regard to more powerful code region representations in the
future.
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